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And he lifted up his eyes on his disciples, and said: "Blessed are you
poor, for yours is the kingdom of God. "Blessed are you that hunger
now, for you shall be satisfied. Blessed are you that weep now, for you
shall laugh. "Blessed are you when men hate you, and when they
exclude you and revile you, and cast out your name as evil, on account
of the Son of man! Rejoice in that day, and leap for joy, for behold, your
reward is great in heaven; for so their fathers did to the prophets." Luke
6:20-23
We must know that the hippie movement and the current problems of
immorality and drugs are things that have all appeared as one aspect of the global communist strategy.
Things such as free sex and the homosexual-lesbian movement are one form of behavior that destroys
human rights and dignity. CSG 1788
Greetings!

7-24-2016 Sanctuary Service
In Sunday's Service, Hyung Jin Nim described growing assaults on Christians around the world. The FBI
dangerous groups list includes Evangelicals, even though there are no incidents in recent memory of
professing Christians committing terrorism and attributing that to their religious beliefs. Allegations of
"Christian Terrorism" generally refer to acts that took place centuries ago or characterize mass murderers
like Hitler, as a "Christian terrorist" even though he replaced the Bible with a "Nazified" version and
replaced dedicated pastors with ones loyal to the 3rd Reich.

He showed a powerful documentary by Ray Comfort called "180: Changing the Heart of a Nation" in
which Comfort interviews random people on the street about the morality of Hitler's extermination of
millions and also about the morality of abortion. Repentance is the first step to be healed. We are justly
horrified that Hitler killed millions "legally" including those with Down's Syndrome, but often fail to
consider the morality of "legal" abortions in the U.S.
There have been multiple attacks by individuals professing an allegiance to ISIS in the US, France,
Germany in last 40 days. We face a choice between worldwide dictatorship or sovereignty based on
freedom and responsibility.

The poor end up suffering the most from Socialist policies. After the collapse of Greek economy, a sharp
increase of suicides took place in that country. When our $19 trillion debt in the U.S. comes due and our
government can no longer afford to pay all of its obligations, lower income people will suffer the most
when uncontrolled spending is no longer sustainable.

Walter Williams: The State Against Blacks
"Compassionate" laws like a federal minimum wage and a plethora of government regulations to
"protect" the consumer often end up INCREASING minority unemployment by raising the costs and
barriers for entering the workforce, as explained by economist Walter Williams.
Believers in Christ shouldn't worry about popularity. Christians are not promised prosperity or an
escape from difficulties or persecution. The Cheon Il Guk Constitution seeks to establish protections for
all citizens from the power of government. Just as in the Garden of Eden, in the Kingdom of Heaven there
is freedom to obey or to disobey God, but there are always consequences - if you act immorally,
eventually no one will trust or help you.
Government, as the "Archangel," projects an image of caring about disadvantaged minorities, but has
often proved to dominate, enslave, maim, and kill. Government must stay in the position of servant.
Citizens should have rights of kings, including the right of sovereignty and self-defense.
There is a battle between totalitarianism and freedom/responsibility, both on the macro world level and
micro (church) level. Despite the wishes of Family Fed members in Kuri, Mother is forcing the sale of
Kuri Church, which Father said not to sell. When Satan invades, God divides. We should all pray for our
collapsing nation.
*******

At the very end of the service, Hyung Jin Nim anointed Gilson de Oliveira, former President of CARP in
Brazil, national FFWPU leader in Argentina, and former regional FFWPU leader for Central America,
as the Unification Sanctuary Continental Director for South America.
********
May God bless you and your families!
Sincerely,
Richard
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